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Tschumi in his theories developed in the 1980s presumed that the current social 
world had undergone a deep process of decay, the reaction against which ought 
to base on ordering-up actions which would keep the main outline of disintegra-
tion of the whole and its contents elements in the state of conflict. The state-
ments concerning the nature of the contemporary to Tschumi social relations 
were applied by him to the world of architecture, this led him to coming up with 
designing strategies that took into consideration the destabilised character of 
conditions in which works of architecture were created. New ways of conduct 
invented by Tschumi drew their inspiration from literature and research on lit-
erature, psychoanalysis, structural linguistics, structuralism and post structur-
alism, and eventually also deconstruction philosophy. The proposed methods 
were opposed by their author both to functionalism continuity trends and post 
modern architecture. Tschumi’s proposals contradicted any forms of conserva-
tism or traditionalism in political sphere as well as in reference to tendencies 
in architecture. They were not simple contradictions of social or architectural 
rules, they intrude them from the inside, weaken or escalate the already exist-
ing incongruities, they move the boundaries between the areas. Revolutionary 
illusions about the possibility of radical changes were replaced with strategies 
which completed, tainted or test former rules in the series of formal games of 
permutation and combination. Quite different from avant-garde formalism  
Tschumi’s games were not about maintaining the autonomy of a given area, but 
on the contrary – polluting it with other areas’ influences. Tschumi enjoyed dem-
onstrating illusions of architecture concerning simple relations between form 
and function, or between form and meaning. Making use of Freud, Lacan and 
Foucault’s research he introduced a category of “madness” into architecture al-
lowing an observation that the recognised norms are nothing but merely ones 
of many possible principles of behaviour, and their recognised status resulted 
from unjustified hindering innovativeness which is crucial for architecture. To 
reborn architecture’s capability of changing Tschumi also made use of Barthes’ 
discoveries concerning rules of narration and works by writers who applied in 
their writing knowledge on linguistics. Making a authorship unclear by various 
mechanical transformations of its elements was however apparent only, and for-
mal rigours imposed on the process of designing liberated possibilities difficult 
to obtain in more traditional creative action. Another mode of acting introduced 
by Tschumi was combining his work of elements deriving from outside archi-
tecture: joining space records with notation of motion and events accompanying 
architectural objects among others. These architectural and extra-architectural 
elements were not unified, on the contrary their heterogenous and conflictual 
character was stressed. This is how shock, anxiety and instability, typical for 
live in great metropolises, infiltrated architecture. Taking some ideas of decon-
struction philosophy as a pattern Tschumi also took into critical consideration 
in his essays traditional in architecture oppositions between form and figura-
tion, or theory and practice. By combining various inspirations he eventually 
worked out an idea of architectural event, which he understood as a series of 
actions contesting its own field, redefining its sources, principles and elements. 
An event, understood in this way, was not so much producing works as rather 
creating conditions of their production and at the same time designing the soci-
ety different from a hierarchic one.
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